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 NEWSFLASH

There's a brand new way to
order balloons and related
supplies!

It's quick, it's easy and it's all
ONLINE! Just click on
www.260balloons.com.
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Good Times in a Bad Economy: Event Planning on a Tight Budget

Let’s face it: the fact that the economy is at a record low
this year is not stopping the spring & summer sun from
coming out. Perhaps it’s time we stopped the moping and
started having fun in the sun and rejoicing the end of a
dreary long winter!
 
The experts at Celebrating in Style (www.celebrating-
instyle.com ) suggest that a fun event within your budget
is just what most of us need to become optimistic about the
new season while contributing to the boost of our
economy. Now is the best time to take advantage of the
opportunities that would not normally be available,
discounts that are offered, and deals that can be found. It
is during these tough times that the best ideas are typically
born.

For individuals looking to gather their close ones together
this summer taking advantage of existing resources
is key. Do you live in a building with a roof deck? Use it! Plan a barbecue on a warm sunny day. No roof and no space for people
in your shoe-box apartment? Plan a picnic in the park.  Get there early to save a table and set everything up in time for your
guests’ arrival.  

 

For brands looking to promote their name while creating a memorable event, Celebrating in Style’s founder, Nadia Digilov, suggests
getting other brands involved in “Cross Promotion.” She states that, “this concept is directly correlated with the ‘I scratch
your back, you scratch mine.’ During these times we all need to work together and achieve great results. When businesses
agree to partner up and cross promote both sides save significant amounts of money while building long-term relationships.”
 
Cross promotion can be as simple as speaking with an event space that is looking to get word out to a key demographic about its
amenities and agreeing to invite 15-100 key people who might be interested in utilizing the space for their own purposes in
exchange for lending the space or discounting the price for your event. This concept can also extend into service-based
business such as catering.  For instance, if a catering company’s business has slowed due to the recession, you can offer to
utilize their service at a discounted price and allow them to showcase promotional material at the event to your guests that are
potential new customers for the company.  This creates word of mouth in the appropriate demographic, which according to
Digilov is “always significantly more effective that a billboard aimed at a random and not strategic demographic, thus the service
you offer in return is priceless!”
 
For more suggestions on how to take advantage of the recession to create memorable events, or event ideas in general from
Celebrating in Style, please feel free to contact us: www.celebrating-instyle.com

Celebrating In Style is a full-service event-planning firm founded in 2002 that specializes in unconventional events. 
Celebrating In Style’s unique approach to event coordination helps bring to life the most astounding weddings, product
launches, corporate and marketing events.  The firm works with clients to choose a memorable theme and has a reputation for
flawless execution of events, ensuring that the client sees their dream become a reality regardless of what their budget may be.
The Celebrating In Style team consists of industry leaders, thus allowing the client to sit back, relax and see their dreams
come to life without any additional stress!
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